Decorin suppresses lung metastases of murine osteosarcoma
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Abstract. Lung metastasis is the most crucial event affecting the therapeutic outcome of osteosarcoma. The prevention of lung metastasis is therefore important in improving the prognosis of patients with osteosarcoma. Decorin is a major extracellular matrix protein which has become the focus of various cancer studies. The biological role of decorin in osteosarcoma has yet to be clarified. The aim of this study was to examine the potential of decorin as a novel biological target for the treatment of osteosarcoma. In this study, the LM8 murine osteosarcoma cell line (LM8) with high metastatic potential to the lung was used. The two cell lines established were LM8-DCN which stably expressed human decorin (hDCN) and LM8-mock, established as a control. The LM8-DCN cell line was subcutaneously injected into the backs of mice. Significantly fewer pulmonary metastases were observed in mice with LM8-DCN compared to mice inoculated with LM8 and LM8-mock (P<0.001). In addition, the mice in the LM8-DCN inoculated group survived significantly longer than those in the LM8 and LM8-mock inoculated group, based on the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and log-rank tests (P<0.005). The effect of decorin on the growth rates, motility and invasion ability of LM8 were investigated in vitro. There was no difference in the morphology and growth rates, but the motility and invasion of LM8 were inhibited by decorin. These results suggest that decorin has the therapeutic potential to prevent lung metastasis in osteosarcoma.

Introduction

Osteosarcoma is a highly malignant bone tumor that most commonly affects adolescents and young adults. Although neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapy and wide tumor excision have drastically improved the prognosis of patients with osteosarcoma, the prognosis for patients with lung metastasis remains poor, even if the patients were treated with aggressive protocols of chemotherapy (1-5). Therefore, the control of lung metastasis may have a major impact on improving the prognosis of patients with osteosarcoma.

The LM8 murine osteosarcoma cell line (LM8), established from the Dunn murine osteosarcoma cell line (Dunn), has a highly metastatic potential to the lung (6). In order to isolate the putative genes related to the lung metastases of osteosarcoma, genes that are differentially expressed between the Dunn and the LM8 were screened using a fluorescent differential display (FDD) technique. This showed that the expression of decorin mRNA in LM8 is down-regulated in comparison to that in Dunn.

Decorin is known to be able to influence the stromal structure through direct effects upon collagen fibril growth and assembly in vitro and in vivo (7). Decorin belongs to the small leucine-rich proteoglycan (SLRP) family, which is expressed in connective tissues, including the skin, cartilage and bone (8). Decorin is composed of a core protein and a single glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chain which is tissue-type-specific (9,10). The core protein binds to various growth factors, including fibronectin (11), thrombospondin (12-14), transforming growth factor (TGF)-ß (15), fibrinogen (16), pulmonary surfactant protein D (17), Wnt-1-induced secreted protein (WISP)-1 (18) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (12,19-24). In addition, the GAG chain binds to thrombospondin-1 (13,14).

Decorin modulates growth factor activity and distribution via its TGF-ß binding properties (15,19,25). Furthermore, decorin is believed to be a biological ligand for EGFR (19-24,26). Decorin/EGFR interaction triggers a signal cascade leading to the activation of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase (21), mobilization of intracellular calcium (23), up-regulation of p21WAF1/CIP1 (p21), a potent inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases and ultimately growth suppression (19-22,26-28). While most cancer epithelial cells do not produce decorin (29-33), the ectopic expression of decorin has been shown to lead to the growth inhibition of the colon, glioma and ovarian cancer cells, presumably through a p21-mediated mechanism (21,23,28,34-37) or the down-regulation of the ErbB2 tyrosine kinase cascade (26,28).

Clinical and pathological reports demonstrated that a reduced decorin expression facilitates tumorigenesis and growth in breast (29,38-40), ovarian (30), pancreatic (31,32) and gastric cancer (41), and squamous cell (33,42) and
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hepatocellular carcinoma (43). Furthermore, in patients with breast cancer and soft tissue sarcoma, a reduced decorin expression is associated with a diminished prognosis (38,44).

Although the relationship between decorin and tumorigenesis is being gradually elucidated, the biological role of decorin in lung metastasis which is the leading cause of death in patients with osteosarcoma has yet to be clarified. The present study was designed to investigate whether decorin inhibits migration and invasion in vitro and pulmonary metastasis in vivo using the LM8 cell line in order to verify the potential of decorin as a novel biological target for the treatment of pulmonary metastasis.

Materials and methods

Cells and animals. The Dunn (Dunn) and LM8 murine osteosarcoma cell lines (LM8) were used for the in vitro and in vivo experimental study. LM8, established from the Dunn cell line using Fidler's procedure (45), has a high metastatic potential to the lung (6). The two cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM, Gibco) and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) in an incubator containing 5% CO₂ at 37°C. Male inbred C3H mice (Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan) aged 5 weeks were used for the in vivo study.

Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. Total RNA was isolated from the Dunn and LM8 cell lines by a modified, single-step acid guanidine thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform method using an Isogen reagent (Nippon Gene, Japan) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The RNA was reverse transcribed using an Oligo(dT) primer, according to the manufacturer's protocol (SuperScript first-strand synthesis system for RT-PCR, Invitrogen). The PCR of decorin was carried out on a DNA thermal cycler (Takara PCR thermal cycler MP). The amplification profile consisted of 25 cycles at 93°C for 30 sec, 50°C for 10 sec and 72°C for 1 min. Primers 5'-CAC CAC CCC CTC CTC CTT CT-3' and 5'-CGC CCA GTT CTA TGA CAA GCA-3' were designed to amplify the decorin. The expression levels of the housekeeping gene, β-actin, were quantitated in the same reaction wells.

Construction of the decorin expression vector and generation of stable clones. The two cell lines established were LM8-DCN and LM8-mock established as a control. The hDCN gene was amplified by PCR using a pair of oligonucleotide primers containing BamHI and EcoRI restriction sites, using pORF-hDCN (Invitrogen, San Diego, USA) as a template. The hDCN gene was inserted into the multiple cloning sites of the p3XFLAG-CMV-14 expression vector (Sigma, USA). The p3XFLAG-CMV-9 expression vector (Sigma) was used as a control vector.

Gene transfection was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen). After transfection the cells were incubated with a non-selective medium for 48 h and the culture medium was changed to a selective medium containing G418 (800 μg/ml). After colony formation, independent colonies were isolated using cloning cylinders, treated with 0.25% trypsin and transferred to microtiter wells. The isolated clones were maintained routinely with G418 (300 μg/ml).

Western blotting. The expression of decorin protein was determined using Western blotting. Cells (1x10⁶) suspended in 10 ml DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS were seeded on 100-mm plastic dishes. The following day, the culture medium was changed to 7 ml of serum-free medium. After incubation at 37°C for 24 h, the conditioned medium was collected. Recombinant human decorin protein (R&D systems, AF143-DE) was used as a positive control. After digestion of the collected medium with 0.1 U/ml chondroitinase ABC (Seikagaku, Japan) for 60 min at 37°C to remove chondroitin-dermatan-sulfate chains, it was mixed with an SDS sample buffer (0.5 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 10% SDS, 30% glycerol, 9.3% dithiothreitol and 0.00012% bromophenol blue) at the ratio of 1:5 and boiled for 5 min. The samples were separated in 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and transferred onto polyvinilidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA). After blocking the membrane with TBS-T (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6 and 1% Tween-20) containing 5% non-fat dried milk for 1 h at room temperature on an orbital shaker, the membrane was rinsed three times with TBS-T at room temperature for 5 min. Immunodetection was performed using anti-mouse decorin antibody (AF1060, R&D Systems Inc, USA), anti-human decorin antibody (AF143 and R&D Systems Inc) and anti-FLAG M2 monoclonal antibody (Sigma). The membrane was immersed in the first antibody solution overnight at 4°C. After washing with TBS-T, the membranes immunoblotted by goat antibody (AF1060 and AF143) were incubated with 1:2500 horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated rabbit anti-goat antibody (Dako Cytomation) for 1 h at room temperature. The membrane immunoblotted by the mouse antibody (anti-FLAG M2 monoclonal antibody) was incubated with 1:2500 HRP conjugated sheep anti-mouse antibody (Amersham Biosciences). The bands were visualized using ECL plus a Western blotting detection system (Amersham Biosciences) and detected by LAS-1000 plus (Fujiﬁlm, Tokyo, Japan).

Pulmonary metastatic assay in vivo. LM8 cells, LM8-mock and LM8-DCN were injected subcutaneously (1x10⁶ cells per mouse) into the back space of ten male C3H mice at 5 weeks of age, respectively. The tumor size was measured every week. The tumor volume was calculated with the following formula: tumor volume (mm³) = 0.5axb² (a and b being the longest and shortest diameters of the tumor, respectively). After the subcutaneous tumors and the lungs were removed 4 weeks later, they were fixed in 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin. The paraffin-embedded lung tissues were cut at their maximum dimensions. The specimens were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and the number of lung metastatic nodules was counted microscopically.

Survival assay in vivo. Each of the three tumor cell lines (1x10⁷ cells per mouse) was inoculated subcutaneously into the back space of ten male C3H mice. The overall survival (OS) was defined as the time from the tumor cell inoculation to the date of death attributed to the tumors. For a prognostic
analysis, the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and log-rank tests were performed.

Cell growth curve analysis. Each of the cell lines were seeded on a 35-mm dish at a density of 1x10^4/dish in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. The medium was changed every two or three days. On days 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11, the cells were harvested and counted with a hemocytometer (Nitrin, Tokyo) using a phase-contrast light scope. Three dishes for each of the cell lines were simultaneously counted. The average numbers were plotted and the results were statically analyzed.

Cell motility and invasion assay in vitro. The cell motility and invasion assays were performed using Biocoat migration chambers with multiple pores of 8-μm diameter in the membranous bottom surface of the cell culture inserts.

To investigate the cell motility, each of the cell lines was re-suspended in DMEM with 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in the upper chambers. The lower chambers were filled with DMEM containing fibronectin (20 μg/ml) and incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. After 12 h (for the motility assay) or 24 h (for the invasion assay), the migrant cells on the undersurface of the membrane were fixed with 10% neutral-buffered formalin-fixative and stained with Diff-Quick stain (Baxter). The membranes were mounted on the glass slides and the glued cells on the membranes were counted in 10 random microscopic fields (magnification, x100) for the motility assay and from 5 random microscopic fields for the invasion assay.

Prior to the invasion assay, the upper membranous surface of the cell culture inserts were coated with matrigel matrix, BD BioCoat™ Matrigel™ invasion chambers (BD Biosciences Discovery Labware, Bedford, MA). After the suspension of each cell line followed by a 24 h incubation at 37°C in a 5% CO₂, the migrant cells on the undersurface were fixed and stained with Diff-Quick stain (Baxter). The adherent cells on the membranes were counted from five random microscopic fields (magnification, x100).

Statistical analysis. Any association between the variables was determined by a Mann-Whitney test. For a prognostic analysis, the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and log-rank tests were performed. The analysis was performed using StatView statistical software (version 5.0, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Differences were considered significant for \( P<0.05 \).

Results

Expression of decorin in the Dunn and LM8 murine osteosarcoma cell lines. Since the expression of decorin mRNA in LM8 cells is down-regulated in comparison to that of the Dunn cells (unpublished data), the decreased expression level of decorin mRNA in LM8 cells was confirmed using RT-PCR (Fig. 1A). In addition, the reduction of the decorin protein expression in LM8 cells was confirmed using Western blot analysis (Fig. 1B). The morphological differences between each cell line were examined. No morphological differences were noted between LM8, LM8-mock and LM8-DCN cells when they were cultured on plastic dishes (Fig. 3).

Inhibitory effect of decorin on pulmonary metastasis in vivo. Since decorin expression is lower in LM8 than in Dunn, it is possible that decorin protein has anti-metastatic properties in the lung. Therefore, to investigate whether decorin protein inhibits the lung metastases of LM8 in vivo, a pulmonary metastatic assay was performed. Although multiple pulmonary metastases were formed on all the cell lines 4 weeks after inoculation, significantly fewer pulmonary metastases were observed in mice inoculated with LM8-DCN cells than those inoculated with the LM8 and LM8-mock cell lines (\( P<0.001 \)). The mean number of nodules on the lungs at their maximum
dimensions was 27.4±20.8 in mice inoculated with the LM8 cells, 29.8±22.7 with LM8-mock and 2.4±3.03 with LM8-DCN (Fig. 4A and B).

Figure 3. No morphological differences were noted between LM8, LM8-mock and LM8-DCN when cultured on plastic dishes.

Figure 4. In vivo effect of decorin on the pulmonary metastasis of murine osteosarcoma. (A) A microphotograph of pulmonary metastases in mice with LM8-DCN and LM8-mock. (B) The inhibitory effect of decorin on lung metastasis in murine osteosarcoma. The mean number of lung metastatic nodules 4 weeks after tumor cell inoculation was significantly reduced in mice inoculated with LM8-DCN cells compared to those inoculated with LM8 or LM8-mock cells. The mean number of nodules on the lung at their maximum dimensions was 27.4±20.8 with LM8, 29.8±22.7 with LM8-mock and 2.4±3.03 with LM8-DCN. *P<0.001 as compared to the LM8 and LM8-mock.

Figure 5. The survival curves for LM8, LM8-mock and LM8-DCN. The survival curves for mice inoculated with LM8 (), LM8-mock () and LM8-DCN () were calculated by the Kaplan-Meier test. The mice with LM8-DCN survived significantly longer than mice with LM8 and LM8-mock, *P<0.005 (log-rank test).

No histological differences of the primary and lung metastatic lesions were observed among the cell lines.

Survival of LM8, LM8-mock and LM8-DCN cell-bearing mice. The survival of LM8, LM8-mock and LM8-DCN cell-bearing mice was examined. The mean survival time was 43.1±10.5 days in mice inoculated with LM8 cells, 42.8±10.1 with LM8-mock and 56.5±4.2 with LM8-DCN after tumor cell inoculation. The mice in the LM8-DCN inoculated group survived significantly (P<0.005) longer than those in the LM8 or LM8-mock inoculated group, based on the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and log-rank tests (Fig. 5). These data suggest that decorin significantly improved the survival time of mice by reducing lung metastases.

Cell growth curve analysis in vitro and in vivo. To clarify the reason for pulmonary metastases being significantly suppressed in mice inoculated with LM8-DCN in comparison to mice inoculated with LM8 and LM8-mock, the cell growth rate of the three cell lines was compared in vitro and in vivo. Cell growth rates in vitro were not statistically different among the three cell lines (Fig. 6A). In addition, the subcutaneously inoculated tumor volume showed no significant differences among the cell lines (Fig. 6B).

Inhibitory effect of decorin on cell motility and invasion in vitro. To clarify the reason for the differences of the lung metastatic potential among the three cell lines, the motility and invasion capacity of each cell line was determined by examining migration through an 8-μm diameter pore-size membrane coated with matrix. Decorin inhibited the LM8 cell motility and invasion ability promoted by FN (P<0.05) (Fig. 7A and B). These results suggest that decorin suppressed lung metastases by reducing cell migration and invasion through an interaction with FN.

Discussion

The prognosis of patients with osteosarcoma has improved with the advancement of diagnostic techniques, aggressive chemotherapy and the wide excision of tumors. Nevertheless,
the prognosis for patients with metastatic lesions treated with conventional chemotherapy and surgery remains poor (46). Lung metastasis is the most crucial factor affecting the survival of patients with osteosarcoma. To improve the prognosis of patients with osteosarcoma, the establishment of a new therapeutic strategy for the prevention of lung metastasis is essential. Therefore, the genes that are differentially expressed between the Dunn cell line and LM8 which has a highly metastatic potential were screened using a FDD technique. This showed a reduced expression of decorin in LM8. Decorin is a major extracellular matrix protein and plays an important role in maintaining a normal collagen structure (11,12,25,47,48). Recently, the anti-tumor effect of decorin was seen in diverse malignant tumors. Consequently, there is great interest in decorin as a natural anti-tumor product with low toxicity that can be used in combination with current chemotherapy.

The LM8-mock and LM8-DCN cell lines were initially cloned to investigate whether decorin suppressed tumor growth or lung metastases. The results showed that decorin significantly prevented lung metastases when it was inoculated into the subcutaneous space on the backs of C3H mice. Furthermore, the survival time of the LM8-DCN-bearing mice was significantly improved.

This potent inhibitory effect of decorin on lung metastasis suggested that this effect may be due to retarded tumor growth in vitro and in vivo, because many authors have reported that decorin effectively inhibits the in vitro growth of cancer cell lines, including squamous carcinoma cells (20,21), ovarian cancer (49), colon carcinoma cells (22,34), breast (28,39) and pancreatic cancer (31) and the in vivo growth of colon (26,34), squamous cell carcinoma (20,26), lung, liver (50) and breast...
cancer (28,39) fibrosarcoma (37) and uterine cervical cancer (37). However, surprisingly there were no statistical differences in the cell growth rates either in vitro or in vivo observed among the LM8, LM8-mock and LM8-DCN cell lines. Osteosarcoma cell lines usually produce more decorin protein than epithelial cancer cell lines, because decorin is one of the crucial extracellular matrix proteins required to produce woven bone (51). Therefore, osteosarcoma cells may respond differently to the ectopic expression of decorin with regards to cell growth, as compared to the epithelial cancer cell lines. Further investigations are therefore required.

Angiogenesis and microvessel density are correlated with cancer metastases in breast and lung carcinoma (52,53). VEGF and microvessel density are correlated with pulmonary metastasis in human osteosarcoma (54) and the expression levels of VEGF mRNA were higher in the LM8 cells than in the maternal Dunn cells (6). In contrast, decorin influences different signaling pathways, leading to the survival and differentiation of vascular endothelial cells (35,37). Decorin suppresses VEGF production and neovascularization in vitro and in vivo (37). Further studies examined the neovascularization of the inoculated tumor, by immunohistochemically staining the endothelial cells with anti-factor VIII antibody to determine whether the anti-metastatic effect of decorin is associated with the down-regulation of neovascularization. It was not possible to statistically define the differences of vascular endothelial cell migration of the inoculated tumors between the LM8 and LM8-DCN cells (data not shown). It is possible that the inhibitory effect on the induction of the vascular endothelial cells by decorin may depend on the post-translational modification of decorin (18).

To clarify the differences in the lung metastatic potential among the three cell lines, the motility and invasion capacity of each cell line was examined. This demonstrated that decorin inhibited the LM8 cell motility and invasion ability promoted by FN. These results suggest that decorin suppressed lung metastases by reducing cell migration and invasion by interacting with FN. Cell migration is controlled by growth factors and cell adhesive interactions, which are mediated by cell surface receptors, such as integrins and syndecan-4 (55). Kinsella et al reported that the migration of endothelial cells that express decorin is significantly inhibited in the monolayer outgrowth and microchemotaxis chamber assays (55). Endothelial cells that express decorin assemble an extensive fibrillar fibronectin matrix more rapidly than the control cells. Another study reported that decorin has an inhibitory effect on the cell migration of the MG-63 osteosarcoma cell line and the decorin-bearing dermatan-sulfate chains are ~20-fold more effective in inhibiting cell migration than decorin-bearing chondroitin-sulfate chains (56). Additionally, the migration of cancer cells has been demonstrated to be regulated through EGF/FGFR, wnt/β-catenin, integr, TGF-β signaling and their cross talk (57). Further investigations are required to determine whether the effects of decorin observed in the present study involve interactions with these pathways.

Decorin and its derivatives have several advantages as a new therapeutic anti-tumor molecular target. First, decorin has minimum toxicity. In the present study, LM8-DCN-inoculated mice showed no loss of body weight nor was any toxicity detected in blood examinations (data not shown). It is possible that this may be because decorin is a naturally ubiquitous proteoglycan. Second, decorin was shown to synergize with carboplatin to inhibit the growth of ovarian tumor cells (49). If decorin is to be used for the treatment of osteosarcoma patients, one option would be to use decorin as a supplemental drug with other chemotherapeutic agents. Decorin may enhance the anti-tumor effect of carboplatin which is one of the standard chemotherapeutic agents utilized for osteosarcoma. Further investigations are necessary to determine the optimum therapeutic benefits of decorin.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated the inhibitory effect of the decorin protein on lung metastasis in the osteosarcoma cell lines. The mechanism of inhibition was due to a reduced cell motility and invasion by decorin. Decorin is a natural product and has no immunogenicity. Therefore, these results suggest that decorin represents a new therapeutic modality to prevent pulmonary metastasis in osteosarcoma. Additional studies are needed to clarify the mechanism of the inhibitory effect of decorin on the lung metastasis of osteosarcoma.
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